EXPRESSION OF INTEREST

Proposals are invited (in sealed cover accompanied with complete profile) from the registered and reputed agencies latest by 31st March, 2013 up to 4.00 P.M. for conducting Online as well as Paper Pencil Tests (where option of Online Test is not possible). For details of conducting the common All India Aptitude Test (AIAT) for admission to RCI approved Diploma level courses in the field of Special Education, please visit RCI website www.rehabcouncil.nic.in.

Member Secretary
Expression of interest for conducting All India Aptitude Test (AIAT)

About 10,000 to 15,000 candidates are expected to take the AIAT examination for admission to RCI approved Diploma level courses to be held in major cities across the country in the month of May/June 2013. Proposals are invited in sealed covers with complete profile from the registered Agencies latest by 31st March 2013 up to 4.00 p.m. for conducting Online as well as Paper Pencil test. Common All India Aptitude Test (AIAT) for admission to RCI approved Diploma level courses in Special Education. For details, please visit RCI website www.rehabcouncil.nic.in.

The agency must indicate the following:

- Number of Exam centres in major cities with capacity to conduct the examination in one day.
- Number of terminals available at each exam centre.
- Time required for scrutiny of applications, data feeding, issuance and posting of hall tickets to the candidates, preparation of question bank, preparation of result etc.
- Number of regional languages.
- Cost per unit.

The agency will be responsible for preparation & printing of prospectus as per guidelines of RCI. The agency will also be responsible for the sale of prospectus & its printing and making it available to RCI approved institutions.

The medium of examination both for online and paper pencil test will be English, Hindi and in as many regional language as possible. The minimum qualification would be 12th pass for diploma level courses. There will be 100 multiple choice questions (MCQs) as well as true & false type of questions carrying one mark each of two hours duration. Unique question papers will have to be generated for each candidate. There will be no provision for negative marking for wrong answers. Sufficient number of terminals accessible to the persons with disabilities e.g. large font/contrast colour / screen reading software should also be made available.
Last date for submission of proposal is 31st March 2013 up to 4.00 p.m.
The proposal should be properly sealed and sent to RCI by post only.
No proposal will be accepted in person.
The Council reserves the right to accept or reject the proposals without assigning any reasons.
The jurisdiction will be New Delhi.
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All India Online Aptitude Test (AIOAT) for admission in RCI approved Diploma in Education Special Education courses is being conducted for the last three years (2010 – 11, 2011 -12 and 2012 – 13).